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Mushroom Consume

Since you are receiving three different Pinot Noirs in this shipment, I thought
a great idea would be to add a recipe that not only goes great with Pinot Noir
but to have one dish that will create a few options once you do the initial prep
work and preparation. Mushrooms are one of the ultimate pairings for Pinot
Noir because of the thread of varietal character that runs through all great
Pinot Noir- a nuance of the earth - in a positive, like that of the mushroom or of
fine leather - in some wines it is a faint background aroma and flavor and in
others a main display of the Pinot Noir grape.

Ingredients
1 onion, 3 shallots, 2 cloves of garlic
Lots of fresh and dried mushrooms!- choose the large pot you will be cooking in and
imagine it full to the top with fresh mushrooms...(once sliced, and cooked it will be
The main dish I will describe originally is 1/3 that size.)
a favorite and main stay at many of our
larger multiple course meals - it is a
MUSHROOM CONSUME - a warm, rich,
broth or tea packed with full, wonderful
aromas and flavors, that pair magically
with Pinot Noir, yet even though the
flavors are big and rich, the dish is not
filling - allowing everyone a full-on
comfort food without becoming uncomfortably full at the table as the meal
continues its progression.

3 Tablespoons butter 3 Tablespoons Olive Oil 1/2 cup Sherry
12 ounces of chicken or beef stock (I like 1/2 and 1/2) PER PERSON
Salt and Pepper (truffle salt if you have the luxury)
Start by compiling the best assortment of mushrooms available to you, Crimini
mushrooms are the smaller brown mushrooms available now at most stores, closely related to
porchini and very flavorful, shitake are great, chantrelles are fantastic as are a mixture of dried
mushrooms if an assortment of fresh is not available at your local store - dried morels, porchini,
or any of these listed above are great. Think of the large pot you will be using and think of the
amount of whole mushrooms it would take to fill it to the top, as you are going to slice them thin
and cook them down so the mass will then reduce to 1/3 that size and allow room for the broth.

Tip

In the bottom of your soup pot start with 3 Tablespoons of Butter and 3 Tablespoons of Olive Oil.
Once the oils are hot add your diced onion, shallot and garlic and sauté on low until translucent.
Then raise the temperature to medium and add your mushrooms - once you have them at a full
sauté (if you have a large quantity for over 8 people you may need another drizzle of the olive oil to
keep them from sticking as they start the simmer) then turn down the heat slightly and begin to
"sweat" and simmer all these mushrooms, stirring fairly often.

Slice your large pile of assorted mushrooms, if using dried, soak them overnight first and SAVE the soaking
liquid!...then add it when you add the
stock.

Additional Dishes
Let the mushrooms cool down to room
temperature, seal and refrigerate them.
Use them in an omelette with your other
favorite ingredients, the eggs take on the
mushrooms really well!... but not just at
breakfast, you can take other items and
change it to a lunch as is so often done in
France, maybe with spinach or arugula
either in the omelette or as a salad- with
lunch it's a partner for Pinot Noir again!
I am sure you can think of lots of ways to
use the mushrooms for other dishes, but
another favorite of mine is after making
the consume...a couple of nights later,
brush some slices (1/2 inch thick) of good
crusty bread with olive oil on both sides
and grill or broil, then a nice layer of the
warmed up mushrooms, again 1/2 inch,
then a slice or spread of rich, soft cheese
like Camembert, or Brie, whatever is a
favorite, then under the broiler for a
moment to get the cheese to be warm and
extra soft and running - now it's an appetizer extraordinaire!

When they reach a very soft texture and beautiful brown color (see photo) it is time to deglaze your
pan and add your stock - raise the heat to medium high and stir as they come up to a full sizzle, you
want the beginnings of the small brown bits to be forming on the bottom of the pan yet never
burning or sticking - when this is active and reaching a point where it may just start to stick, pour
in your sherry and stir rapidly, getting all those goodies off the bottom of the pan and slightly
cooling the mushrooms down - turn the heat down to medium and simmer until the smell of the
alcohol has all evaporated away. Now add your stock -12-16 ounces per person you are serving, plus
8 ounces of water per person as well.
Turn up your heat to medium high until it starts to boil and then immediately down to med-low and allow
this to simmer (photo 2) - never high enough to be rolling as the beautiful subtle aromas and flavors will
boil away. Once your liquid is reduced by 1/3, turn to low and then cover - the longer this can steep, like
tea, the better - I often do this much the day before and then turn it off at the end of the evening and then
reheat to a quick boil and back to low the next day for maximum steeping of the broth overnight. It is now
time to taste it and do the final seasoning- salt and pepper to fit your taste (to take it up a full notch, if
your gourmet grocer has truffle salt, buy it and use it for this dish! it's not cheap but you will find you
use it a lot and this is it's ultimate match!!) then simmer 10 more minutes, taste again, do a final adjustment and have a large, fine mesh strainer over another large pot or bowl, obviously large enough to
hold ALL the precious liquid, pour slowly through the strainer and then spoon the rest of the mushrooms into the strainer with a large spoon and press them with the back of that spoon to squeeze all the
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juice away until all the liquid is free of the mushrooms as best possible.
SAVE THE MUSHROOMS, but now serve the Consume - I think mugs
are the best or the small bowls that are meant for drinking, not with spoons.
Make sure the Pinot is flowing and enjoy!!!

Thanks again for all your support and best wishes continue to eat, drink and be merry!
Cheers!
Guy

